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Present perfect exercises with answers printable



Quality ESL grammar worksheets, quizzes and games - from A to Z - for teachers &amp; students PRESENT PERFECT SIMPLU Grammar GamePresent Perfect Use the exchange cards for a fun team contest using the perfect present time. Two pages of cue cards with activity notes on pages 1 and
2Level: Elemental at IntermediateTime: Approx. 15 minutes FREEDownload Grammar BingoPresent Perfect Classic Grammar Bingo game the entire activity class with activity notes on Page 2 Level: Elementary at IntermediateTime: Approx. 15 - 20 minutes FREEDownload Grammar Discussion
PracticePresent Perfect 16 Question bands adapted below (bottom of this page) Pair work activity. These questions can be used with students seated in pairs or in small groups or with students sitting on their feet. Activity Notes on page 2Level: Elementary to Intermediate FREEDownload 'Find Someen
Who' ActivityPresent Perfect Classic 'Find Someone Who' Activity Entire Activity Class Notes on Page 2 (with Activity Version 1 and Version 2)Level: Elementary to Intermediate (CEFR A2 to B1)Time: Approx 15 - 20 minutes FREEDownload 'Questions About You' Grammar &amp; Writing
PracticePresent Perfect Question Use the perfect present in your answers. A page worksheet with eight questions. The answers will vary. Level: Elementary to Intermediate (CEFR A2 to B1)Time: About 15 minutes FREEDownload Conversation Activity PracticePresent Perfect Use cue cards and dialog
pattern to practice speaking using the simple past. With activity notes on page 2Level: Elementary to Intermediate (CEFR A2 to B1)Time: Approx. 15 minutes FREE Download Grammar MeampuePresent Perfect Writes sentences currently perfectly tense.20 sentences with Key Response on Page
2Level: Elementary to IntermediateTime: Approx 15 minutes. FREE Download Grammar Practice VideoShow this video for your students as a stand-alone exercise – or use it as a fun way for your students to correct peer exercise correction of the above errors! Video duration: 5:21 Grammar crosswords
present Perfect Simple26 full-in-the-gap clues and word elements; with KEY Answer Level: Elementary to IntermediateTime: Approx 20 - 25 minutes Grammar Word Search Present Perfect Simple18 word elements; with KEYLevel RESPONSE: Elementary to IntermediateTime: About 15 minutes
ACTIVITY SUGEST It seems to me that Grammar Word Searches works best as a simple warm-up at the beginning of a lesson. A good idea is to track this activity by using some (or all) of words in a writing activity, or perhaps a board game. Grammar worksheetThis perfectly simple Fill in sentences. Use
do not have or does not have for negative sentences. Key answer on Page 2Level: Elementary to About 15 minutes FREE Download ACTIVITY SUGGESTIONIconsider the extension of this exercise to have yourlearners compare their answers by reading themaloud in pairs or small groups. (Add 5 to 10
minutes.) GrammarReference Chart Past Participates64 commonly used in past participatesPrint in b/w; Or Or for Projectors or Rolled Prints Level: Intermediate FREE Download SUGEST E-mail this grammar reference chart for your students if you know their email addresses, or post it on the class
website. GrammarReference Chart/Quiz Past Participates Follow-up to chart above 64 commonly used past participatesPrint in b/w; or color for projectors or laminated prints Level: Intermediate FREEDownload An original video (4:17) created and uploaded to YouTube of all things Grammar Visit my
YouTube channel to subscribe and watch more English teaching and learning videos! Grammar Quiz Present Perfect Simple16 multiple-choice questions; with ANSWER KEY and percentage conversion chartLevel: Elemental at IntermediateTime: About 15 minutes FREE Download ACTIVITY SUGEST
Use this test either as a pre-activity diagnostic tool, or as a post-activity evaluation evaluation. Consider saving the time to mark the work by (1) asking students to change the papers, then (2) playing the YouTube video to the left and correcting the time to the students correctly. End by discussing any
mistakes. (Add 5 to 10 minutes.) Grammar Crosswords Present Perfect Simple26 word elements; with KEY RESPONSE Level: Elementary at IntermediateTime: About 20 - 25 minutes FREE Download ACTIVITY SUGEST This activity can be done individually, but works better in pairs. Monitor and
provide occasional support (additional clues) for more challenging word elements. Grammar Discussion Present Perfect SimpleStudent Version and Student B version, each with 10 different discussion questions. Level: Elementary at IntermediateTime: About 20 minutes FREE Download ACTIVITY
SUGEST Have students sat in pairs and make sure they don't look at each other's papers. Encourage follow-up questions would be: When did you ride a horse? Etc. When they're done, have them change the papers and continue again; then stand up and talk to two or three classmates and ask these
two questions: (1) Who did you talk to? (2) What interesting things did you learn about him/her? (Add 5 to 10 minutes.) Present perfect time Present perfect exercises, PDF worksheets with answers and grammar rules with examples. English Grammar Books PDF book 1: English Early Exercises PDF
book 2: English Grammar Exercises PDF book 3: Grammar Rules in English Read more about English grammar books PDF on e-grammar.org. Introduce perfect PDF PDF worksheet scans for free with answers. Presents perfect simple exercises PDF Worksheet 1 - 6 with answers. Present perfect
continuous exercises PDF Worksheet 1 - 5 with answers. Presents simple and continuous perfect exercises PDF Worksheet 1 - with answers. Present perfect and past simple exercises PDF Worksheet 1 - 5 with answers. Online exercises: Present the perfect simple exercise 1 Correct Mistakes. Present
perfectly simple + continuous: Perfect present Exercise 2 full sentences (two parts). Part 1: We can go home. We ___ three cars today. (fix) We ___ ___ 1 o'clock and we're not done. (repair) Part 2: (go) Paul ___ out with Charlene for a few months. Paul ___ in Paris for a few days. Perfectly presents
Exercise 3 Multiple Choice (two parts). Part 1: We ___ so long and I'm not tired yet. (they ran, they were running) Part 2: I was staying at this hotel ___ . (Sunday, Sunday) I've never been ___ . (in Africa, in Africa) Perfectly presents Exercise 4 Match Sentences. Negative: Present Perfect Exercise 5
Makes negative sentences. Questions: Perfectly presents Exercise 6 Full Questions. Mixed Forms: Present Perfect Exercise 7 Positive, Negative + Question Forms. Mixed times: Past time + perfect present Exercise 8 Change the past time to the present perfectly. Past + Perfect Present Exercise 9
Choose the right times. Past + Present Perfect Exercise 10 Choose correct answers. Presents the perfect dialogue Exercise 11 Complete him dialogue. Perfect present - signal words Exercise 12 multiple choice. PDF Rules: Present Perfect PDF Rules Present Perfectly Present Perfectly Simple Positive
Statement: I Cooked, I Wrote, He Cooked, He Wrote (I Cooking, He's Cooking) Negative Statement: I Didn't Play (I Didn't Play), He Didn't Do (He Didn't) Question: Did You Work? Negative question: Didn't you buy? (Didn't you buy?) This moment is done with the current simple form of the verb to have
(have, have) and participate past (cooked, written). It's similar to other perfect times. Use 1. We use the perfectly simple present for activities or states that have started in the past and still continue. We've been living here since 2001. He's known me for over two years. I haven't seen her since Christmas.
How long have I been here? It is often used with expressions indicating that the activities come to date, would be: for 10 years, since 1995, all the time, all the time, always, lately, recently... I've always worked in York. (We're still working in York.) It's been pretty cold lately. (It's still cold.) If the activity
started and ended in the past, we cannot use the present perfectly. I've been smoking for five years. (= I still smoke.) I smoked for five years. (= I smoked, for example, from 2000 to 2005, then I stopped.) 2. We use it to describe some experiences that have happened in the past (time is not given), but the
effects are important now. He was in London. (And so knows London.) Compare: I've already been to Greece. (Experience - And I want to go somewhere else now.) I was in Greece for two weeks. (State - I'm stlill in Greece.) When we use this time to express a certain experience, we can use the
following adverbs - never, never, already, often, occassionaly, yet, before ...... Have you ever tried it? He's never read this book. I haven't seen him yet. Did you fall off your bike? I've never met her before. 3. It is used for activities that have a present result. The bus does not Come. (Hasn't arrived in time
and we're still now.) I bought a new house. (I did it last month and it means I now have a new address.) For such activities we often use these adverbs - still, already, just. They haven't finished their homework yet. (They can't get out now.) Has he signed it yet? (Can I take the document?) I already sent
the letter. (No need to go to the post office.) I just heard the news. (We know about that.) Compare with other times: 1. With the perfect present time we do not specify when the action happened. We're saying something happened and now it's important. The timing of the action is not relevant. If we give
time or it is clear from context, we must use the simple time of the past. The timing of the action is relevant. Have you had breakfast? But: Did you have breakfast at the hotel? I read your letter. But I read your letter last night. They told me. But they told me when we met. Did you do the surgery? But:
When did you do the surgery? 2. The perfect present time is used for actions that have begun in the past and continue in the present. Expresses how long the action has passed. This simple is used for actions that are currently repeated. Expresses how often the action happens. He's been working here a
long time. But he works here every day. How long have you been working here? But: How often do you work here? Present perfectly continuous positive statement: I was cooking, He was cooking negative statement: I wasn't writing (I wasn't writing), He wasn't writing Question: Were you playing?
Negative question: Haven't you been buying? (Weren't you buying?) This moment is done with the simple present form of the verb to have (have, has), past participation of the verb to be (was) and present participation (game, do). It is similar to the perfect continuous future and perfectly continuous past.
Use 1. We use the perfect continuous present for events that have started at some point, continue now and will probably continue into the future. I've been playing tennis since I was 6. He's been working here for 15 years. 2. We use it for actions that have started in the past and have just finished. I've
been skiing all day. I'm so tired. Hello! We've been expecting you since 5:00. Differences between the present perfectly simple and continuous: 1. In some situations we can use both times and there is virtually no difference in meaning. Continuous time is more common in English than simple time. It
rained for a long time. It's been raining for a long time. Verbs that can be used in this way include - learn, live, sleep, rain, wait, work, wait, wait... 2. Sometimes simple time can describe a permanent state, while continuous time a temporary activity. I've lived here for ten years. It's my permanent address.
I've lived here for ten years. And now I'm going to move. Some verbs cannot express this difference because they are not used in continuous times (verbs of the senses - feel, hear, see; verbs expressing emotions - would be, love, admire, desire; verbs of mental state - know, remember, mean, recognize;
verbs of possession - belong, own, owe; auxiliary - maybe, must and be, have, in some cases; others - appear, concern, hair, sound ...). They must be used in simple form. I've always had a dog. I've known him since 1997. 3. Verbs that express a single action (find, start, stop, loss, pause ...) are not used
in continuous form. The fight has begun. I lost my purse. 4. There is a difference between a single action in simple and continuous. I painted the room. (I've finished my work.) I painted the room. (This is how I spent the day, but it doesn't mean I finished my job.) 5. A single action currently perfectly
continuous comes up to the time of speaking. But it's different with simple time. He cooked dinner. (She's still in the kitchen. She just finished or she will continue cooking.) He cooked dinner. (We don't know when. Yesterday or very recently? The result is important.) 6. We can only use the perfect
continuous present for uninterrupted actions. I've been visiting New York for a few years. He's been writing letters since he woke up. In these sentences we describe an incomplete uninterrupted activity. If the action is repeated or interrupted (we describe a series of completed individual actions), we must
use the simple form. (see also the rules of the past). I've visited New York three times. He's written four letters since he woke up. top report this ad report this ad reports this ad
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